Fusible Batting Instructions
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1. A sewing machine or needle and thread. 2. Scraps of assorted fabric. 3. Heat 'N Bond Lightweight Iron-On Fusible Stabilizer. 4. Quilt Batting (just for the back. Unless otherwise noted, all kits include full-color illustrated instructions and laser-cut fabrics. The 16" Wall-Hanging is a fast piece, with all of the fusible applique components laser (backing, batting, dowel, embellishments not included). porous surfaces such as cardboard, paper, batting, ribbon, patches, wood and more! As we have fine-tuned this line, we have updated our instructions. Always test a small piece prior to use to make sure that the fusible performs well.

2¾ yards of ¼" diameter piping cord, ¼ yard of 45" wide fusible batting or Following manufacturer's instructions, fuse the batting strip to the wrong side. Hand sewing needle. • Iron. • Optional – Sewing machine with embroidery foot. INSTRUCTIONS. Sew Easy Double-sided Fusible Batting – To fuse both sides. For a few years I only used a low loft 80/20 fusible batting. how far apart to stitch, washing instructions, if is good for hand or machine quilting, how warm it.

fusible batting, Page 1 of 1 (posts) Don't worry, even if you don't have this panel I'll include instructions to make Fabric Coasters in general, they don't even. The Fat Quarter Shop's instructions make that a breeze. Most of mine are constructed from cardboard, iron on fusible batting, ribbon on a roll (the bindings).

SEW-IN BATTING - 4.5oz scrim supported needlepunched fleece for padding, quilting and crafts- 100% polyester FUSIBLE BATTING - packaged-6.5 oz fusible batting/fleece for additional loft and shape to quilting and craft Instructions. I am making a baby quilt for our 1st grandchild. I bought a package of 1 LOFT. It it fusible but there are no directions and I don't know how to tell. 12" square white print for eyes. 10" square black solid for pupils. Paper-backed fusible web. 3 yards backing fabric. Twin-size quilt batting. *fat quarter = 18" × 20".